
Book Club Suggestions: Best Books of 2019  
Everyone can enjoy anytime in both eBook and digital audiobook 

 

 
Gone Dead by Chanelle Benz 

  
Returning to her ramshackle home in the Mississippi 
Delta after 30 years, Billie investigates the accident 
that killed her famous poet father as well as rumors 
that she went missing the day he died.  
Hoopla ebook     Hoopla audiobook  
 

 
Fifteen Wonders of Daniel Green by Erica Boyce 

 
After traveling through America's countryside 
creating crop circles, Daniel is hired by a dying corn 
farmer to rebuild the farmer's community and 
discovers the power of forgiveness, and that home 
is defined not by a place but by the people. 
Hoopla ebook     Rbdigital audiobook  

 

 
Confessions of Frannie Langton by Sara Collins 

  
A servant and former slave enduring a sensational 
trial for her employers' murders reflects on her 
Jamaican childhood and her apprenticeship under a 
debauched scientist whose questionable ethics set 
the stage for a forbidden affair. 
Hoopla ebook     Hoopla audiobook  

 
Africaville by Jeffrey Colvin 

 
Three generations of a family of former slaves, the 
founders of a small Nova Scotia community, 
navigate prejudice, harsh weather and 
estrangements against a backdrop of the historical 
events of the 20th century. 
 Hoopla ebook     Hoopla audiobook  
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Old Baggage by Lissa Evans 

 
A former militant from the Women's Suffrage Campaign 
looks at her middle age life in 1928 and commits herself 
to a new cause helping girls exercise their bodies and 
minds and fight fascism. 
Hoopla eBook      Hoopla audiobook 

 
Girl Woman Other by Bernadine Evaristo 

 
Winner of the 2019 Booker Prize.  From one of Britain’s 
most celebrated writers of color, a magnificent portrayal 
of the intersections of identity among an interconnected 
group of Black British women 
Hoopla eBook      Hoopla audiobook 

 
The Seven or Eight Deaths of Stella Fortuna  

by Juliet Grames 
 

Believed cursed in her rugged Italian village, a tough, 
intelligent teen protects her younger sister when the 
family emigrates to America just before World War II, 
enduring challenges that transform her views about 
survival and independence. 
Hoopla eBook      Hoopla audiobook 

 
All the Forgivenesses by Elizabeth Hardinger 

 
In Appalachia and the Midwest at the turn of the 
twentieth century, fifteen-year-old Albertina 
"Bertie" Winslow leads her farm family through a 
series of challenges and hard-won triumphs. 
 Hoopla ebook     Rbdigital audiobook  
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Atlas of Reds and Blues by Devi S. Laskar 

 
When a woman who is an American-born daughter 
of Bengali immigrants moves her family from 
Atlanta to its wealthy suburbs, she discovers that 
neither the times nor the people have changed 
since her childhood in a small Southern town. 
 Hoopla ebook      Rbdigital audiobook   
 

 
Book Woman of Troublesome Creek 

 by Kim Michele Richardson 
 
A last-of-her-kind outcast and member of the Pack 
Horse Library Project braves the hardships of 
Kentucky's Great Depression and hostile community 
discrimination to bring the near-magical 
perspectives of books to her neighbors. 
 Hoopla ebook     Hoopla audiobook  
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